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Stately Stirling 2021

50' x 20' 3 Bed

Location Redgate 46

£235,000

Introducing the Stately Stirling situated in Redgate at Searles, this a huge lodge and one of the largest on the Redgate being 50'
long which really shows internally,

The living area is spacious with a 3 & 2 seater sofa as well as a armchair, and a lovely 6 seater dining table along with 4 breakfast
bar stools and a ample sized kitchen really allowing all the family to enjoy the space inside and out! 

The Kitchen has a the latest mod cons including microwave, large wine cooler and dishwasher and more. With lots of counter
space to prepare your next meal. 

The master and 2nd Bedroom both have double beds in there, with decent storage and wardrobes. The master bedroom has a en-
suite with a large shower cubical. 

The 3rd bedroom is a twin but has a great amount of space to be able to fit in a double bed if required.

The family bathroom is a great size with great fixtures and fittings, it also has a shower over the bath as well.

The current owner will be removing the TV's and is willing to leave bedding, outside furniture and more if required please ask for
more details. 

Private sales are sold on behalf of the owner and are sold as seen. The retail price, details and contents are provided by the owner
and a fixtures and fittings list can be provided prior to the purchase. Searles do not check the condition of the holiday home or
check the items listed as present or working.  The holiday home will have had a gas & electric safety check during the last 12
months, if not one will be carried out at the time of sale. A safety check only confirms the safety, not the working of appliances at
the time of issue. The certificates are provided by the owner not Searles.






